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SUMMARY

A single laboratory experiment was performed to further

evaluate the feasibility of using asymmetries to euppress jetting

in line-of-sight (LOS) pipes that are collapsed by the ground

shock from an underground nuclear test. Underground conditions

were simulated by using a sphere of high explosives to collapse

18 small-scale models embedded in saturated sand.

Two basic types of models were used in this experiment, sym-

metrical and asymmetrical. The symmetrical models represented

pipe configurations used by the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) in

their underground nuclear test program. They were designated

standard models. All other models contained some form of asym-

metry on the inside surface of the model. The asymmetries were

selected to either cause an off-axis collapse which would inhibit

the formation of a jet, or to reduce the energy of a jet after it

is formed.

The primary purpose of this study was to increase the

experimental data base relating to the symmetrical and asym-
metrical collapse of LOS models. The individual models were

selected and grouped to support the following technical ob-

jectives:

A 2
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*Assess the reproducibility of the jetting process from a
standard LOS model.

*Assess the reproducibility of using a helical ribbon of
polyolefin as an asymmetry to inhibit jetting.

* Investigate the effect of the type of material used for a
helical asymmetry.

*Investigate the effect of the geometry of a polyolefin
ribbon used as an asymmetry.

*Examine the effectiveness of using a relatively thick
nterral helix to reduce the energy in a jet after it isormeo.

*Investigate the origin of jetting, the length and energy of
the jet, and the efficacy of helical polyolefin ribbons for
reducing high energy jets.

*Examine the jetting from a model representing a Pinex pipe
and the effects of using a polyolefin helix to inhibit

jetting.

With respect to these objectives, the major findings were as
follow:

*All of the standard models produced high-energy jets. The
jets produced deep craters in aluminum targets located at
the end of the models. The target damage from four

a2
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identical standard models was not very reproducible. The

mean crater depth was 5.4 cm, with a standard deviation of

1.7 cm. The mean crater volume was 23.3 cm3 , and had a

standard deviation of 14.3 cm
3.

*All models with helical asymmetries eliminated high-energy

jetting. However, the surfaces of the aluminum targets

located at the end of these models were pitted with very

small craters. The target damage from three identical

models with helical asymmetries was quite reproducible.

*The material used for a helical asymmetry appears to be a

relatively unimportant parameter. High-energy jets were

eliminated with polyolefin, steel, and lead helixes. While

the target conditions from the three different materials

were quite comparable, lead produced the least damage and

steel produced the most damage to the surface of the target.

eThe geometry of an asymmetry appears to be an important

parameter. Unlike its helical counterpart, a polyolefin

* ribbon located on the inside surface of a model, but

parallel to the model axis, produced a high-energy jet.

* *A thick helical asymmetry, representing a baffle, was

located beyond the collapse region of a LOS model, and

produced the same results as a thin asymmetry located along

the entire length of the model; high-energy jetting was

eliminated and target damage was limited to very small

craters on the surface of the target.

3



*Based on the depth and volume of craters produced in alu-

minum targets, a length of polyolefin helix located within

the collapse region of a LOS model is more effective in

reducing jet energy than removing the same length of model

from the collapse process. These data indicate that jetting

could be eliminated by a 25-cm length of polyolefin spiral,

even though a much longer length of the model contributes to

the jet formation. However, it should be noted that such

dichotomous results may be due to the poor reproducibility

of target damage from high-energy jets.

*The jet from a model used to simulate the collapse of a

Pinex pipe was found to be more energetic than the jets from

the models that were used to simulate a LOS pipe. Still,

the jet was eliminated in a Pinex model with a helical

ribbon of polyolefin on the inside surface of the model.

In addition to the findings given above, other important

results were obtained from the penetration instrumentation that

was included on the aluminum target of one of the standard models

(No. 4). The data from this instrumentation provided the depth

and velocity of the jet as it penetrated the target. The maximum

depth of penetration was in good agreement with the post-test

measurement. These data also showed that target penetration is

initiated by jetted material which arrives at the target face

with a velocity of approximately 0.6 cm/us. This will have a

b signficant impact on future modeling of the jetting process in

LOS models since penetration was previously believed to be

a
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initiated by the much faster material (I 1 cm/ps) that first

arrives at the aluminum target.

Based on the results of this experiment, helical ciymmetries
can definitely be used to eliminate jetting in small-scale LOS

models that are collapsed by a spherically divergent shock wave

from a non-nuclear source. However, their efficacy in a full-

scale LOS pipe, subjected to the complete environment of an
underground nuclear test, cannot be postulated. Such use should

only be considered after additional experimental and
computational studies provide a better understanding of the

jetting process and the effects of asymmetries. These studies
should include numerical simulations of the present work,

numerical simulations of the underground nuclear conditions,

additional experiments to determine whether asymmetries inhibit

the formation of a jet or reduce the energy of the jet after it

is formed, and experiments to simulate more of the conditions in

an underground nuclear test. Well-instrumented Pinex pipe

experiments, with and without asymmetries, would be an excellent

method for validating the concept of using asymmetries in an

underground nuclear test environment. Successful results from
such experiments would maximize the probability of success on a

full-scale LOS pipe.

5'1
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SECTION 1

*. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Line-of-sight (LOS) pipes are frequently used in underground
nuclear tests to collimate and transmit the radiation from a

nuclear source to an experimental test station. The radiation is

followed by a spherically divergent ground shock that causes the

LOS pipe to collapse and form a high-energy jet. Occasionally,

this jet constitutes a threat not only to the experimental ob-

jectives of the underground test, but also to the successful

stemming and containment of the radioactive materials resulting

from the test. The work reported here is part of the Defense

Nuclear Agency's continuing effort to minimize the effects of

jetting in LOS pipes, and thereby optimize the safety and data

retrieval associated with their underground nuclear weapon ef-

fects testing program.

This report summarizes the results of a single experiment

that was performed to investigate the jetting phenomena in small-
scale LOS models. This experiment represents the final task of a

program that was structured to evaluate the feasibility of using

asymmetries to either inhibit the formation of jets or to reduce

the severity of jets after they are formed. Experimental results
from previous tasks indicated that helical ribbons of polyolefin

or lead on the inside surface of a LOS pipe might be an effective

13 .. ..



method of eliminating or suppressing jetting (Reference 1). The
effectiveness of this method was demonstrated in an experiment

using small, evacuated steel tubes (models) to simulate LOS

pipes. Ten different LOS models were placed in a test bed of

saturated sand and collapsed by the divergent shock wave from a

sphere of high explosive. Jetting did not occur in the two

models with internal helical asymmetries.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of the present work was to increase

the experimental data base for small-scale LOS models that are

collapsed by spherically divergent shock waves. Primary emphasis
was placed on the reproducibility of the jetting/nonjetting phen-

omena associated respectively with the symmetrical/ asymmetrical

collapse of the models. Secondary emphasis was directed at:

(1) understanding the source of the jetting, (2) establishing

whether internal asymmetries eliminate the cause, or suppress the

results, of jetting, and (3) determining the sensitivity of

specific asymmetry parameters on the collapse and jetting

process.

14
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SECTION 2

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT (LS-3)

2.1 CONCEPT

A laboratory experiment designated as LS-3 was devised to

simulate the conditions that exist during the collapse of a LOS

pipe in an underground nuclear test. This experiment consisted

of 18 small steel tubes positioned radially around a sphere of

chemical high explosive and imbedded in saturated sand. The

tubes, explosive, and sand were used to represent respectively

the LOS pipes, the nuclear device, and the geological media in an

runderground nuclear test. The configuration of this experiment

is shown schematically in Figures 1 and 2. A more complete

description of the individual components of the experiment is

given below.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

2.2.1 Explosive Source. The explosive source is shown in

Figure 3. Approximately 300 lbs (136 kg) of the liquid explosive

nitromethane was contained in a two-foot-diameter fiberglass

sphere. This explosive has a detonation pressure of 140 kb,

comparable to the calculated peak free-field radial stress at a

range of interest for a nuclear event such as MIGHTY EPIC.

4!
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A booster assembly was used to initiate detonation in the

nitromethane at the center of the sphere. It was placed into

position through a vertical fill tube at the top of the sphere.

The booster assembly was an explosive train consisting of a

1/2-inch- (1.25-cm-) diameter Tetryl pellet, and a length of mild

detonating fuse which extended beyond the top of the fill tube.

The detonation sequence in the explosive train was initiated by a

RP-80 exple4ing bridge wire detonator located at the end of the

fuse,

LOS Models. A typical LOS model is shown in Fig-

ure .. The models were fabricated from 3/4-inch- (19-mm-)

d;afiete' welded and drawn AISI type 321 stainless steel tubes

(Military Specification T-8808). All of the tubes had a wall

thickness of 0.012 inch (0.305 mm) except for the two tubes used

for the Pinex models, which had a wall thickness of 0.028 inch

(0.71 mm). After the tubes were cut to the desired length, a

steel plug was bonded onto the end of the tube facing the explo-

sive sphere. An aluminum flange was bonded onto the opposite end

of each tube. This flange was used to support a thin Mylar

diaphragm and a vacuum port. Aluminum targets were then placed

against the flange of each model. All of LOS models were evac-

uated to a pressure less than 1.0 mm Hg. The two Pinex models

contained one atmosphere of air.

As shown in Figure 2, the models were designated either by

title or their position around the explosive sphere. All of the

LOS models were located in the horizontal midplane of the

a sphere. The two Pinex models were elevated above the midplane as

illustrated in the cross-sectional view of Figure 1. All models

S 419
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were inserted into precisely located Lucite positioning rings on

the surface of the explosive sphere and carefully aligned perpen-

dicular to this surface.

2.2.3 Test Bed. The saturated sand test bed was contained

in a cylindrical steel tank. The tank was formed by rolling and

welding a 1/4-inch- (6.4-mm-) thick steel plate into an 8-foot-

(2.44-m-) diameter steel cylinder and reinforcing the top and

bottom of the tank with U-channel. 2he tank was then placed on a

concrete pad. The LOS models and instrumentation lines were

positioned radially from the explosive sphere, which was located

at the center of the tank. A photograph of these items appears

in Figure 5a.

The test bed was prepared by carefully pouring sacks of

Monterey sand into water which was controlled by a water

distribution system around the perimeter of the bottom of the

tank. The water distribution system consisted of perforated

plastic tubing contained in a bed of pea-sized gravel. Care was

taken to maintain a thin slurry of sand and water in the tank at

all times. The slurry was mixed by hand to assure thorough

wetting of the sand grains and to avoid trapping air bubbles.

Figure 5b is a photograph of the experimental setup after the

tank has been filled with sand.

The instrumentation for determining the time-of-arrival of

the shock wave in the saturated sand was located at positions

00 and 1800 (Figure 2). In a similar manner, the horizontal

plane of positions 900 and 1800 contained the flange joint for

21
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Figure 6 (a) Photograph of tank, explosive source, and LOS models; (b) photograp of
tank and aluminum targets aftr emplacement of saturated sand (LS-3).
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the two fiberglass hemispheres that formed the explosive

sphere. The flange was oriented at a 450 angle with respect to

the horizontal plane.

2.3 LOS MODEL DESCRIPTION

The LOS models used in this experiment are listed in

Table 1. This table provides a brief description of each model,

its position in the test bed, the relevant dimensions of the

model, and the salient dimensions of any asymmetries that were

included in the model. It also denotes any instrumentation that

was used for the model. The 18 models can be categorized

according to technical objective in the following manner:

2.3.1 Reproducibility of Standard Models. Models without

asymmetries were designated as Standard and represented LOS pipe

configurations used by DNA in their underground nuclear test

program. Four of these models were included to establish the

reproducibility of the jetting phenomena from models that are

collapsed symmetrically onto their axis. Standard Models 1, 2,

3, and 4, similar to that shown in Figure 6, were located respec-

tively in positions 1, 10, 11, and 14 around the explosive

sphere.

2.3.2 Reproducibility of Polyolefin Spiral Models. A thin

polyolefin ribbon was located on the inside surfaca of these LOS

models, as shown in Figure 7. Each ribbon was ,ositioned to form

a helix (spiral) with a 2-inch (50.8-mm) pitch which would intro-

duce asymmetries into the collapse process along the entire

length of the model. Three of these models, Poly Spiral Models

23
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Figure 7 Basic configuration of Poly Spiral Models 1, 2. and 3 (LS-3).
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1, 2, and 3, were used to determine the reproducibility of their

jet suppression properties and were located respectively in

positions 7, 8, and 17 around the sphere.

2.3.3 Effect of Materials. Except for the materials, width

and thicknesses used for the helix, the Lead Spiral Model and Steel

Spiral Model were identical to the Poly Spiral Models. The con-

figurations for these models are given respectively in Figures 8

and 9. They were included to examine the effect of the type of

material used for an asymmetry. They were located in positions 5

(Lead) and 6 (Steel).

2.3.4 Effect of Geometry. The polyolefin ribbon used in

the Poly Strip Model was the same as used on the Poly Spiral
Models. However, it was positioned on the inside surface of the

model parallel to the model's axis as shown in Figure 10. In

effect, it was a spiral with an infinite pitch, included to

investigate the geometrical effect of an asymmetry. This model

was located in position 13.

2.3.5 Effect of a Baffle. The Lead Baffle Model was

included to examine the effect of a spiral on a jet after it is

formed. A thick lead spiral (baffle) was placed on the inside

surface of the model as shown in Figure ii. The baffle was

located 24 inches (609.6 mm) from the surface of the explosive

sphere, and extended to the end of the model nearest the aluminum

target. In this position, the jet was expected to be fully

formed before entering the baffle section.

27
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2.3.6 Source Resolution. The models in this category were

included to provide a larger data base on the source of jetting and

the mechanisms by which jets are suppressed by internal spirals.

The three Standard Models with Standoffs were expected to

yield additional information about the origin, extent, and limits

of jetting. The models were placed at three different distances

from the sphere of explosive as shown in Figure 12. Sand-filled

Lucite tubes were used as spacers between the end of the models

and the explosive sphere. The distance between the sphere and

the aluminum targets was the same as all other models. The

standoff distances for the three models were 4 inches (101.6 mm),

8 inches (203.2 mm), and 12 inches (304.8 mm). They were located

respectively in positions 2, 3, and 4 around the sphere.

Further discrimination of the jet suppression character-

istics of internal spirals was expected from the two Poly Spiral

Models with shorter spirals. These models had polyolefin spirals

that extended 6 inches (152.4 mm) and 9 inches (228.6 mm) from

the end plug in the model as shown in Figure 13. They were

located respectively in positions 15 and 16 around the sphere.

These models were included to investigate the location and axial

extent of jetting, and to help differentiate whether or not the

internal asymmetrics affected the formation of jets or suppressed

them after they are formed.

2.3.7 Simulation of Pinex Pipe. These models were included

to investigate the effect that an asymmetry would have on a Pinex

pipe. In order to realistically simulate the parameters used in

a Pinex experiment, the wall thickness of these models was increased
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Figure 13 Basic configuration of Short Poly Spiral Models (LS-3).
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to 0.028 inch (0.71 mm), and they were tested with one

atmosphere of air in the models. The Pinex-Standard Model had no

asymmetry and served as a control model (Figure 14). The Pinex-

Poly Spiral Model had a polyolefin helix along the entire length

as shown in Figure 15. These models were located respectively in

positions 19 and 20. It should be noted that, unlike all other

models, they were located in a plane 260 above the horizontal

plane containing all of the other models.

2.4 MEASUREMENTS

The active instrumentation used in this experiment was

directed at determining the time at which the detonation reaches

the inside surface of the fiberglass sphere, the trajectory of

the spherically divergent shock wave in the saturated sand, the

velocity of the jets generated in six of the LOS models, and the

rate at which the jet penetrates the aluminum target of one of

the standard models. A carbon stress gage was also embedded in

the target that was instrumented for penetration.

Aluminum targets were placed at the end of all models to

provide passive, terminal evidence of the energy and momentum

contained in the jet.

2.4.1 Detonation Wave. Two ionization pins were located on

opposite sides of the explosive sphere. They were positioned on

the inside surface of the fiberglass sphere to measure the time

at which the detonation wave reaches this interface. The purpose

of this measurement was to assure that the detonation was spher-

ically symmetrical about the point of initiation prior to

entering the saturated sand surrounding the models.
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2.4.2 Shock Wave in Test Bed. The trajectory of the

spherically divergent shock wave in the saturated sand test bed

was determined from time-of-arrival measurements. These measure-

ments were obtained from the response of two radial lines of

seven piezoelectric pins that were placed in the saturated sand

on opposite sides of the explosive sphere. They were located in

the horizontal midplane of the sphere and extended from 32 cm to

107 cm from the center of the sphere. The first piezoelectric

pin of each radial line was located 1.5 cm from the inside sur-

face of the explosive sphere. The intervals between the first

and second pin and between the second and third pin were 5 cm and

10 cm, respectively. Thereafter the interval between pins was

15 cm.

2.4.3 Jet Velocity. Instrumentation for determining jet

velocity was included on three of the four standard models

(Positions 7, 8, and 17). The instrumentation consisted of five

ionization pins placed through the walls of the models at 5-cm

intervals, and extending from 65 cm to 85 cm from the steel plug

on the end of the model nearest to the explosive sphere. The

geometry for the ionization pin instrumentation is shown in

Figure 16. The pins can also be seen in the photograph of the

LOS model presented in Figure 4.

In addition to the ionization pins, each of the above models

had impact switches adjacent to the aluminum targets on the

flange end of the model. These switches consisted of two alu-

minum foils separated by a thin Mylar film. When penetrated by a

jet, they close an electrical circuit, thus providing the time at

which the leading edge of the jet arrives at the aluminum target.

3
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Figure 16 Configuration of ionization pins used for jet velocity (LS-3).
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2.4.4 Target Penetration. As shown in Figure 17, the 6061-

T6 aluminum target used for Standard Model No. 4 (Position 14)

contained two different sets of time-of-arrival (TOA) instru-

mentation to investigate the rate at which the jet penetrates the

aluminum. One set consisted of three UT 85 coaxial cables that

were located 1, 3, and 5 cm from the front face of the target.

The pins were placed into small tight-fitting holes drilled

through the centerline of the target. The other set of TOA

instrumentation was constructed by stripping the outer conductor

from three RG-58 coaxial cables. The stripped cables were also
inserted through small holes at the centerline of the target.

The holes were located 2, 4, and 6 cm from the front face of the

aluminum target. The time-of-arrival of the jet at the aluminum

target was obtained using the impact switch located on the face

of the target.

This target also contained a 505-ohm, 2-watt carbon resistor

that was used as a pressure gage. An aluminum-filled epoxy was

used to bond the 0.39-inch (9.9-mm) resistor in the aluminum

target. While the gage was not calibrated directly, the sensi-

tivity was calculated to be approximately 110 mV per kilobar

based on the pressure-resistance properties of carbon (- 5%

resistance change per kilobar of pressure) and the electrical

circuit used.

2.4.5 Target Damage. The character, depth, and diameter of

the craters produced in aluminum targets located at the end of

each model were used to provide terminal evidence of the energy

and momentum in the jets. The targets were 6061-T6 aluminum

cylinders, 8 inches (20.3 cm) long and 8 inches (20.3 cm) in

diameter. They were placed on brackets welded to the outside of

the steel test bed tank and positioned as close as possible to

the vacuum flange and Mylar diaphragm that enclosed one end of

each model.
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EXPANDED VIEWS

IMPACT SWITCH UT85 COAXIAL CABLE STRIPPED RG/8 CABLE
FACE OF TARGET POSITIONS 1-3-5 POSITIONS 244
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Figure 17 Configuration of pins used for measuring the penetration in the aluminum

target of Standard Model 4 (LS-3).
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SECTION 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 DETONATION WAVE

The two ionization pins on the inside surface of the fiber-

glass sphere showed a 0.4-ps difference in the times at which the

detonation wave arrived on opposite sides of the sphere. This

measurement indicates that the detonation was not perfectly sym-

metric about the point of initiation. Assuming the detonation

velocity in the nitromethane was 0.6 cm/ps, a 0.4-us difference

in arrival time would imply that the detonation wave on one side

of the sphere was leading the opposite side by 0.24 cm. Since

the fiberglass sphere had an internal radius of 30.6 cm, this

represents a difference of 0.78 percent. This difference is

probably due to the inability to maintain the shape of the thin-

walled fiberglass sphere when it is filled with 300 pounds (136

kg) of a liquid and covered with saturated sand. Therefore, for

all practical purposes, the detonation was quite symmetrical.

3.2 SHOCK WAVE IN TEST BED

The time-of-arrival data for the spherically divergent shock

wave along Diagnostic Line No. 1 (00 position) in the saturated

sand are given in Figure 18. Comparable data for Diagnostic Line

No. 2 (1800 position) are shown in Figure 19. Individual data

( points are given for each piezoelectric pin. If a pin reported

more than once, all data are given. It should also be noted that
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Figure 18 Shock trajecory In satrated sand of Experiment LS-3
from diagnostic line 1 (00).
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Figure 19 Shock trajectory In saturated sand of Experiment L.S-3
from diagnostic line 2 (1800).
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separate tests of initiation systems identical to the one used I
for this experiment [RP-80 detonator and 46 inCres (121.9 cm) of

mild detonating fuse] provided the booster detonation time of
j

172 us at the center (x = 0) of the explosiv, sphere. The agree-

ment between the two diagnostic lines is quite good. The slope

of the smooth curve provides the shock velocity in the sand as a

function of distance from the explosive source. The shock veloc-

ity on the surface of the sphere is in the range of 0.3 cm/us to

0.5 cm/ps, indicating a high degree of water saturation in the I

sand.

3.3 JET VELOCITY I

The time-of-arrival data obtained from the ionization pins

located in the sidewalls of the three Standard Models and the

three Poly Spiral Models were uninterpretable. We believe that

the epoxy used to bond and seal the coaxial pins to the walls of

the models accumulated on the open ends of the pins. The result-

ing insulation between the inner and outer electrodes either pre-

vented or delayed prompt electrical closure of the pin circuit.

The velocity of the jets produced by the collapse of the

various LOS models can be inferred from the time at which the jet

closes the impact switch at the end of the model. These data are

presented in Figures 20 and 21. The times-of-arrival at the im-

pact switch for the various models have been added to the shock

wave trajectories from the diagnostic line closest to the mod-

els. The origin of the leading edge of the jet is postulated to

be on the axis of the model adjacent to the explosive sphere.

The jet would be formed 5 us (time for collapse) after the shock
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Figure 20 Jet velocities i Experiment LS-3 as determined by target impact switches near
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Figure 21 Jet velocities in Experiment LS-3 a determined by target impact swiitches near

diagnostic line 2 (1800).
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in the saturated sand passes over that axial location. A

straight line between this jet origin and the impact switch times

provides a reasonable estimate of the leading edge of the jet.

As shown in Figure 20, the jet velocities were 0.85 cm/ps and

0.97 cm/ps, respectively, for Standard Models 1 and 2, located

near Diagnostic Line #1. Comparable velocities were obtained for

Standard Models 2 and 3 and Poly Spiral Models 1 and 2, located

near Diagnostic Line #2 (Figure 21).

3.4 PENETRATION

The results from the penetration measurements on Standard

Model No. 4 were quite surprising. The times at which the jet

closed the various penetration pins along the axis of the alu-

minum target are shown in Figure 22. This figure also shows the

time at which the leading edge of the jet reached the face of the

target. There is a difference of 61 us between the first arrival

and the initiation of penetration. Furthermore, a straight line

between the postulated origin of the jet and the onset of pene-

tration yields a velocity of 0.62 cm/us. These results indicate

that the leading edge of the jet is very tenuous and possesses

very little energy or momentum. Furthermore, the target is

penetrated by jet material moving at a velocity of 0.62 cm/us

instead of the 0.97 cm/us indicated by the impact switch.

The dynamics of the penetration are shown more clearly in

Figure 23. Here, the time-of-arrival data from the first five

pins are plotted as a function of depth into the aluminum

ttarget. A smooth curve through the data points defines the

trajectory of the front edge of the penetration, which appears to
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Figure 23 Penetration of aluminum target by Standard Model 4 (LS-3).
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reach an asymptote that is approximately equal to the post-test

measurement of 4.8 cm. It should be noted that the penetration

pin located at x = 5 cm provided a time-of-arrival signal. How-

ever, post-test examination showed that the pin had been plas-

tically deformed but had not been penetrated.

An oscilloscope record from the carbon resistor gage is pre-

sented on the right-hand side of Figure 23. Unfortunately, the

stress signature in the aluminum target is obscured by high-

frequency electrical noise. However, the noise appears to occur

in bursts at times corresponding to the response of the impact

switch and the penetration pins. Furthermore, the frequency and

character of the record appear to change near the center of the

record. If an elastic stress wave were moving through the alu-

minum target at the unrealistically low velocity of 0.3 cm/us,

this could be interpreted as the arrival of the wave at the gage

location. If this were the case, the peak amplitude would indi-

cate a pressure of approximately 1 kb.

The penetration data given in Figure 23 can be fitted with

an equation of the form

t+

where p is the penetration depth at t = - or 4.8 cm for this

target. A value of T - 11.5 us gives a good fit to the early

penetration, as shown by Figure 24. Differentiation with respect

to time yields the penetration velocity
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Figure 24 Trajectory and velocity of penetration in alum~inum target by Stand rd Model 4 (15.3).
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which is also given in Figure 24 for p = 4.8 cm and T = 11.5 us.

At t = 0, this gives a penetration velocity of 0.42 cm/us at the

face of the aluminum target.

3.5 TARGET DAMAGE I

Table 2 summarizes the condition of the aluminum targets

that were placed at the end of the models. Here, the models and

targets are grouped either by technical objective or by the ex-

perimental parameter under investigation. General observations

are given in the following subsections.

3.5.1 Reproducibility of Standard Models. All of the

Standard Models produced deep craters in the aluminum targets.

The crater depths ranged from a low of 4.4 cm (Model 1) to a high

of 6.3 cm (Model 3), with a mean value of 5.43 cm and a standard

deviation of 1.68 cm. The extremes in depth also correspond to

the extremes in crater volume, 13 cm3 and 33 cm 3 . The mean vol-

ume was 23.25 cm3 , with a standard deviation of 14.31 cm3.

Photographs of the target damage from Standard Models 1, 2,

3, and 4 are given in Figures 25 and 26. These figures show that

the shapes of the craters varied considerably. The crater from

Model 1 gave evidence of either a spiraling jet or a double

jet. Models 2 and 3 had craters that appeared to veer off

axis. The cross section of the crater from Model 4 was annu-

lar. The diameters of all craters increased with crater depth;

Models 1, 2, and 4 increased from 2.0 cm to 2.5 cm, and Model 3

increased 2.7 cm to 3.0 cm.
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STANDARD MODEL #1

STNAR ODL*

STANDARD MODEL #3

STANDARD MODEL #4

Figure 25 Cross sections of craters produced in aluminum target by toe Standard Models
In Experiment LS-3.



STANDARD MODEL #1

STANDARD MODEL #2

STANDARD MODEL #3

STANDARD MODEL #4

Figure 26 Surface of the aluminum targets from the Standard Models In Experiment LS-3.
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3.5.2 Reproducibility of Polyolefin Spirals. There was

considerably less damage to the targets from the Polyolefin

Spiral Models (1, 2, and 3). There were no large craters in the

targets, but the surfaces of the targets were uniformly pitted

with small craters over an area approximately equal to the inter-

nal cross-sectional area of the models. The majority of the

small craters (pits) had depths which were typically in the range

of 0.5 to 1.5 mm. However, each target seemed to have a single

small crater with a depth much greater than all of the other cra-

ters. These depths were 2.5 mm, 4.6 mm, and 2.0 mm respectively

for Models 1, 2, and 3. Photographs of the front surfaces of the

targets for these models are given in Figure 27.

3.5.3 Effect of Materials. The target for the Steel Spiral

Model was pitted in a manner similar to those of the Polyolefin

Spiral Models, whereas the target for the Lead Model showed less

damage. The latter was comparatively smoother. Photographs of

these two models are shown in Figure 28.

3.5.4 Effect of Geometry. Unlike the polyolefin spirals,

the polyolefin ribbon on the inside surface of this Poly Strip
Model produced a crater similar to those from the Standard

Models. However, a small hole on one side of the crater produced

a crater volume-to-crater depth ratio in this target that was

much smaller than the Standard Models. Figure 29 provides a
photograph of the target from this model.

3.5.5 Effect of Baffle. The thick lead baffle is located
in the last 24 inches (61 cm) of the model, and conceptually

suppresses the jet after it is well formed. This Baffle Model
also produced small craters in the target (Figure 30) comparable

to those in the Lead Spiral Model.
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POLY SPIRAL MODEL #1

POLY SPIRAL MODEL #2

POLY SPIRAL MODEL #3

Figure 27 Surface of the aluminum targets from the Poly Spiral Models in Experimnent 1.8-3.



STEEL SPIRAL MODEL STEEL SPIRAL MODEL (Clogs-up View)

LEAD SPIRAL MODEL LEAD SPIRAL MODEL (Clowe-up View)

Figure 28 Surface of the aluminum targets from the Steel and Lead Spiral Models

in Experiment LS-3.
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CROSS SECTION

II

SURFACE

Figure 29 Cro section and front surface of the aluminum target from the Poly Strip

Model in Experiment LS-3.
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3.5.6 Source Resolution. Two types of models are included

in this grouping, the Standard Models with Standoffs and the

Polyolefin Spiral Models with short spirals near the explosive

end of the model. Figures 31 and 32 show photographs of the tar-

gets for the Standard Models with standoff. The Polyolefin

Spiral Models with short spirals are shown in Figures 33 and 34.

The depths of target penetration for these models are plot-

ted in Figure 35 as a function of the relevant length of standoff

or spiral length. The extrapolated values for zero penetration

should be the length required for no target damage, i.e., a

spiral length of 24.5 cm or a standoff distance of 33.0 cm.

Figure 36 is a similar presentation using the crater volume in

the target. Here the spiral length required for no crater volume

is 25.0 cm, a value in excellent agreement with the depth data.

However, there does not appear to be a similar correlation with

the standoff distance.

3.5.7 Simulation of Pinex Pipe. As shown in the photo-

graphs provided in Figures 37 and 38, the Pinex-Standard Model

and Pinex-Polyolefin Spiral Model produced the most dramatic

difference in target damage. The Standard Model (Figure 37)

produced a crater with a depth of 14.9 cm and a volume of

61.5 cm3 . These values were factors of 2.75 and 2.64 higher,

respectively, than the corresponding average values from the LOS

Standard Models. At the other extreme, the Pinex-Polyolefin

Spiral Model merely pitted the surface of the target in a manner

similar to the LOS Poly Spiral Models.
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STANDARD MODEL WITH
4-IN. (10.2 cm) STANDOFF

STANDARD MODEL WITH
8-IN. (20.3 cm) STANDOFF

STANDARD MODEL WITH
12-iN. (30.5 cm) STANDOFF

Figure 31 Crots sections of craters produced in the aluminum targets by the Standard
Models with Standoffs in Experiment LS-3.
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STANDARD MODEL WITH
4-IN. (10.2 cm) STANDOFF

P STANDARD MODEL WITH
8-IN. (20.3 cm) STANDOFF

STANDOFF MODEL WITH
12-IN. (30.5 cm) STANDOFF

Figure 32 Surface of aluminum targets from the Standard Models wvith Standoffs in

Experiment LS-3.
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POLY SPIRAL MODEL WITH
6-IN. (15.2 cm) SPIRAL

POLY SPIRAL MODEL WITH
9-IN. (22.9 cm) SPIRAL

Figure 33 Cross sections of craters produced in aluminum targts by the Poly
Spiral Models with Short Spirals in Experiment LS-3.
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POLY SPIRAL MODELS WITH
6-IN. (15.2 cm) SPIRAL

wk

POLY SPIRAL MODEL WITH
9-IN. (22.9 cm) SPIRAL

Figure 34 Surface of aluminum targets from the Poly Spiral Models with Short
Spirals in Experiment LS-3.
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Figure 35 Penetration produced In aluminum targets by LOS models vwith various
lengths of polyolefin spiral and standoff distances.
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Figure 36 Volume of crater produced in aluminum targets by LOS modes with

vallous lengths of polyolefin spiral and standoff distances.
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CROSS SECTION

FRONT SURFACE

Figure 37 Cron section and front surface of the aluminum target from the Pinex
Standard Model in Experiment LS-3.
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CLOSE-UP VIEW

Figure 38 Surface of the aluminum target from the Pinex Model with Poly Spiral
in Experiment LS-3.
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3.6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The major findings of this experiment were as follow:

*All of the standard models produced high-energy jets. The

jets produced deep craters in aluminum targets located at

the end of the models. The target damage from the four

identical standard models was not very reproducible. The

mean crater depth was 5.4 cm, with a standard deviation of

1.7 cm. The mean crater volume was 23.3 cm3, and had a

standard deviation of 14.3 cm3 .

eAll models with helical asymmetries eliminated high-energy

jetting. However, the surfaces of the aluminum targets

located at the end of these models were pitted with very

small craters. The target damage from three identical

models with helical asymmetries was quite reproducible.

eThe material used for a helical asymmetry appears to be a

relatively unimportant parameter. High-energy jets were

eliminated with polyolefin, steel, and lead helixes. While

the target conditions from the three different materials

were quite comparable, lead produced the least damage and

steel produced the most damage to the surface of the target.

*The geometry of an asymmetry appears to be an important

bI parameter. Unlike its helical counterpart, a polyolefin

ribbon located on the inside surface of a model, but

parallel to the model axis, produced a high-energy jet.
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*A thick helical asymmetry, representing a baffle, was

located beyond the collapse region of a LOS model, and

produced the same results as a thin asymmetry located along

the entire length of the model; high-energy jetting was

eliminated and target damage was limited to very small

craters on the surface of the target.

*Based on the depth and volume of craters produced in

aluminum targets, a length of polyolefin helix located

within the collapse region of a LOS model is more effective

in reducing jet energy than removing the same length of

model from the collapse process. These data indicate that

jetting could be eliminated by a 25-cm length of polyolefin

spiral, even though a much longer length of the model

contributes to the jet formation. However, it should be

noted that such dichotomous results may be due to the poor

reproducibility of target damage from high-energy jets.

eThe jet from a model used to simulate the collapse of a

Pinex pipe was found to be more energetic than the jets from

the models that were used to simulate a LOS pipe. Still,

the jet was eliminated in a Pinex model with a helical

ribbon of polyolefin on the inside surface of the model.

In addition to the findings given above, other important

results were obtained from the penetration instrumentation that

was included on the aluminum target of one of the standard models

(No. 4). The data from this instrumentation provided the depth

and velocity of the jet as it penetrated the target. The maximum

depth of penetration was in good agreement with the post-test
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measurement. These data also showed that target penetration is

initiated by jetted material which arrives at the target face

with a velocity of approximately 0.6 cm/p. This will have a

signficant impact on future modeling of the jetting process in

LOS models since penetration was previously believed to be I

initiated by the much faster material (I 1 cm/ps) that first

arrives at the aluminum target.
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